What to do for getting an Erasmus semester?

1. You have to be at least in the 3rd Bachelor’s semester/1st Master’s semester.
2. Apply online (end of November, beginning of December) for up to 4 host universities before January.
   You need to prepare these documents: application document, motivational letter, transcript of records, preliminary study plan at host institution, language certificate.
3. You will be selected/nominated by our department in February and then you have to give your OK to the nomination.
4. You apply at the partner university (online on the partner’s homepage, some may even write you).
5. Go to our Study Advisory Board for recognition of courses. Then fill in the Learning Agreement and have it signed by Gabi Fried.
6. Fill in also the Grant Agreement and send it together with the Learning Agreement to TUM International Center.
7. FAQs, all links to documents and help for filling in the Learning Agreement you can find on our homepage (Erasmus+). For everything else, ask Gabi Fried.